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Notes on contributors
Jens Høyrup is a professor at Roskilde University, Denmark, and teaches in the Section for Philosophy
and Science Studies. Much of his research in recent years has dealt with the cultural and conceptual
history of pre-Modern mathematics, in particular with the conceptual structure and history of Babylonian
mathematics and on its interaction with practitioners’ traditions. After finishing Lengths, Widths,
Surfaces: A Portrait of Old Babylonian Algebra and Its Kin (Springer, 2002) he is now primarily working
on late medieval Italian algebra.
Duncan J. Melville is an associate professor of mathematics at St. Lawrence University in upstate
New York. His interest in early mathematics, first piqued by Asger Aaboe in graduate courses
at Yale, has led to his development of a course in ancient and classical mathematics and a Web
site devoted to Mesopotamian mathematics at http://it.stlawu.edu/~dmelvill/mesomath/index.html. He
recently published “Ration computations at Fara: Multiplication or repeated addition?” in Under One
Sky: Astronomy and Mathematics in the Ancient Near East (J.M. Steele and A. Imhausen, Eds.) (AOAT
297), Ugarit-Verlag, Münster, 2002, pp. 237–252.
I. Grattan-Guinness is Emeritus Professor of the History of Mathematics and Logic at Middlesex
University, England. He was editor of the history of science journal Annals of Science from 1974 to
1981. In 1979 he founded the journal History and Philosophy of Logic, and he edited it until 1992. He
edited a substantial Companion encyclopedia of the history and philosophy of the mathematical sciences
(two volumes, 1994, Routledge, London; reprint 2003, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore)
and published The Norton History of the Mathematical Sciences; The Rainbow of Mathematics (1998,
Norton, New York); and The Search for Mathematical Roots, 1870–1940: Logics, Set Theories and the
Foundations of Mathematics from Cantor through Russell to Gödel (2000, Princeton University Press,
Princeton). He is the associate editor for mathematicians and statisticians for the British New Dictionary
of National Biography, to be published in 2004. He is editing for Elsevier a large collection of essays on
landmark writings in Western mathematics, 1640–1940, also to appear in 2004.
Albert C. Lewis was editor of the abstracts department of Historia Mathematica at Kenneth O. May’s
invitation from 1977 to 1988. He joined the Charles S. Peirce Editorial Project in 1997 after being with
the Bertrand Russell Editorial Project at McMaster University, Canada, for 13 years. He is a member
of the Committee for Electronic Standards of the Association of Documentary Editing. His paper “The
unity of logic, pedagogy, and foundations in Grassmann’s mathematical work” is to appear in History
and Philosophy of Logic.
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260 Notes on contributors / Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 259–260M. Meo teaches mathematics and physical science at Benson Polytechnic High School in Portland,
Oregon, in the US. He is a co-translator of Karl Marx, Mathematical Manuscripts, New Park, London,
1983. A translation of the biography of F.G.W. Struve is in preparation.
Daniel Alexander is an associate professor of mathematics at Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, US.
His research interest lies in the development of complex dynamics. His publications include A History
of Complex Dynamics: From Schröder to Fatou and Julia (Vieweg, 1994). He is currently working on a
project involving translations of papers by Fatou, Julia, and others.
Amy Shell-Gellasch is currently a freelance historian of mathematics living in Grafenwoehr, Germany,
where her husband is on a 3-year tour of duty. She received her bachelor’s degree from the University of
Michigan in 1989; her master’s from Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan, in 1995; and her doctor
of arts from the University of Illinois at Chicago in 2000. Her dissertation was published as “Mina Rees
and the Funding of the Mathematical Sciences,” American Mathematical Monthly (December 2002). She
edited a volume titled History of Undergraduate Mathematics in America: Proceedings of a Conference
Held at USMA, June 21–24, 2001. Most recently, she conducted research with V. Frederick Rickey on
the history of the Department of Mathematical Sciences at the United States Military Academy, where
she was an assistant professor. She is widely involved with the community of historians of mathematics
through her work in the Mathematical Association of America’s Special Interest Group on the History of
Mathematics and the Canadian Society for the History and Philosophy of Mathematics.
Lis Brack-Bernsen is a lecturer in history of science at the University of Regensburg (Germany). Her
research is concerned with the early history of astronomy and mathematics, particularly the development
of Babylonian astronomy. The recently published edition of the cuneiform tablet “TU 11, A Collection of
Rules for the Prediction of Lunar Phases and of Month Lengths” (Sciamvs 3 (2002) 3–90) is the result
of a long-standing collaboration with the Assyriologist Hermann Hunger.
